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The All Chicago Community Health Peer Learning Program is
looking to address specified population health issues for the
homeless/housing insecure in Chicago through the creation of
new information pathways between healthcare providers and
social service organizations
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Management Implications

Utilization of information technology (IT) in health care has
intensified rapidly over the past decade. Health information
technology has the potential to improve the health of
individuals and the performance of providers, yielding
improved quality, cost savings, and greater engagement by
patients in their own health care (Buntin, 2011). Advancement
toward population health improvements through the expanded
capture, sharing, and use of electronic health data from diverse
sectors is one of the main drivers of innovation in public health
informatics.
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(Bahroos, N. UIC Center for Research Informatics, 2017)

This is a multi-method qualitative study designed to evaluate
the All Chicago Community Health Peer Learning Program.
Data was collected through key informant interviews,
observations and document analysis.
The purpose of this study is to:
• Explore cross-sector data sharing as a driver of population
health
• Identify emergent themes and primary uses for future
informatics capacity building efforts meant to inform the
healthcare system on addressing homelessness
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This assessment is preliminary and several limitations have
been identified:
• Time
• Limited sample size
• Based on the nature of the relationship that exists between
the subjects of study and the researcher, validity of the
findings could be jeopardized or enhanced (Jones, 2001).
• The researcher’s presence during data gathering, which was
unavoidable, could have affected the subject’s responses
(Anderson, 2010)

Conclusion

Table 1. Primary Uses of Evaluation Findings

Data collection and analysis was conducted in three phases. Software for qualitative data analysis: NVivo
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Data Source: A framework to link evaluation questions to program outcomes. Journal of Extension, (2009).

Addressing the social determinants of health is critical for
achieving health equity and requires broader innovative
approaches. The decision-making strategies of the All
Chicago CHP can be used to shape and guide
organizational capacity building for the future of housing,
health and human service delivery systems infrastructure.
The ability to inform organizational strategy through the
expanded capture, sharing, and use of electronic health
data could foster improved alignment across sectors
driving better coordination of care, smarter allocation of
resources, and promotion of healthier communities.
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